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INTRODUCTION TO LINE JUDGING 

What IS a Line Judge? 

One of three or four officials who knows the T & T Games or Sparks-A-Rama events and 
rules; assists the circle director in the administration of the games on the circle. 

T & T Games officiating requires efficiency and attention to details. Note these four primary roles 
that a line judge assumes: 

 

JUDGE – A line judge determines whether or not players violate the rules. 
 

SERVANT – A line judge, by attitude and actions, is a servant to the clubbers and coaches. 
It is his goal to make the meet(s) as meaningful as possible for them. 

 
WITNESS – A line judge, by emotions, attitude, and actions, strives to be a testimony 
to the unsaved parents and clubbers of the life-changing power of trusting Christ as 
Savior. 
 
LEADER – A line judge is a leader; an example to coaches, clubbers, and spectators in 

response to pressure situations. 
 

THANK YOU for accepting the challenge of officiating at a T & T Games or a Spark-A-Rama 

meet. We pray you will recognize the value of your ministry. Together we may be used greatly 

of the Lord to bring unsaved people to Him and to encourage children. 



 

The Key – Proper Communication! 

Line judges, as well as all T & T Games and Spark-A-Rama staff, MUST follow the chain of command 

as diagrammed in the Rule Books.  Remember, line judges are responsible to communicate primarily 
with the circle director and the coaches. Line judges never “coach” the players. Any coach has the 

right to request that you join him in discussing as issue with the circle director. However, a coach 
does not have the right to discuss any situation with the circle director without you being present.  

Each judge must realize the crucial importance of accurate communication. Here are some important 
guidelines: 

 

1. Relax the coaches by talking with them and SMILING! 
2. Understand your coaches. Remember what they’ve gone through to get a team to the 

meet; think of yourself in their shoes.  You’ll understand their tension. 
3. Never get upset or take offense when a coach complains or asks a question. Concentrate on 

what the coach is saying, rather than on your feelings or emotions. 
4. Always remain non-argumentative and calm. Our highest responsibility is to 

maintain a positive testimony for our Lord.  A show of temper could ruin that 
testimony. 

5. Never be pushy. If there is confusion, help the circle director slow things down, so the 
confusion can be cleared up. 

6. Encourage coaches that might be having trouble. Say something, if you can, to ease 
their tension. 

7. Make sure players are clear on what they are doing (especially in Sparks-A-Rama) before 

an event starts.  However, never coach them. 
8. Don’t GUESS! If you don’t know how to make a call, tell the circle director what you know 

and let him make the decision! 
9. Be helpful. Some officials feel they must be stone-faced in order to show objectivity. But, 

we want to show our clubbers that we care about them, so we MUST treat team 
members with gentleness and interest. However, never become involved in any way with 
a coach or the team members that might be viewed as  partiality. 

10. Keep the coaches informed.  Tell them the reason for any disqualifications or reruns. 

11. Congratulate and thank the coach after the meet is over. Take time to catch the eye of all 
clubbers as you hand out awards and thank them for their efforts. 

12. Never look at your responsibility as being against the coaches or disputing them in any 
way. We are partners together in the ministry for the Lord! Remain professional, friendly, 

and helpful, but never become emotionally involved. 

 

Remember, you are an important tool that God uses to create a positive witness for His gospel 

in the hearts of unsaved clubbers and parents! 

 
 
 



 

Before Day of Events… 
 

1. Complete the child protection training required by their club or the ministry team 
2. Review the manual and rulebook(s) several times. 
3. Practice officiating at your club’s practices.  It will help you, and help them, too. 
4. Select the proper dress. Line judges must wear black pants and non-marking athletic 

shoes.  Black and white stripe shirts are provided, or you may bring your own. 

5. Pray for God’s blessing on our ministry together. 
6. Attend a line judges training.  Make every attempt possible to attend a training online prior to 

the event. We will also have a training prior to the event on the day of the event. 
7. Take the on-line test(s). Take the test for each level of games (Spark-A-Rama, T&T T & T 

Games) that you are planning to judge for. 
 
 

On the Day of Events… 
 

1. Arrive at least one hour early. 
2. Report to the volunteer check-in area. 

a. Bring a volunteer form filled out (unless you are a ministry team member). 
b. The staff will direct you where to get your shirt. 

3. Dress 
a. Wear long black pants – black jeans, black khakis, or black dress pants are acceptable 

b. Change into your line judge shirt (supplied at the event)  
4. Report to the site coordinator or head circle director. 

5. Help the teams get into position. 
6. Attend the officials meeting held by the circle director(s) prior to the event. Make sure 

any questions about the rules are answered at this time. 

7. Attend the coaches meeting. You will be introduced to the coaches, and any special issues 
will be discussed. 

8. Report to the floor to prepare for the event. 
a. Check all teams are in the correct position. 

b. Check all clubbers have proper shoes. 

c. Check there is no water on the floor. 
d. Check there are no towels, etc on the floor. 

e. If there are multiple flights (or circles) per physical circle, flight (circle) 1 sits closest to 
the team diagonal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

General Instructions 

1. Line up at the intersection of the diagonal and line for the flag ceremony. 
2. Rotate counterclockwise for each event (same line for multiple flights if applicable). Rotate 

every heat (rotate for start of flight also) for balloon relay. 
3. Shoes tied? Check the all players in event to make sure the shoes are tied. You can help the 

coach tie the shoes for Sparks. Ask T&T players to tie them themselves, or go back to the 
team line to have the coach tie them. 

4. Water is not allowed on the floor at any time (except the nurse with ice). Occasionally look 

over the team area to check for water. 
5. Players should not leave the team zone once the games have started. The exception is  

marathon runners may get water from a parent/adult off the floor following their run. 
6. Raise your hand when your team is ready to begin an event; team is lined up, coach is 

not wanting to discuss the previous heat.  Look to make sure the circle director can see 
your hand. 

7. Lower your hand if your team moves out of position. Make sure the circle director knows  
your hand is down. If the official starter is saying “circle directors are ready” yell to make 

sure the event does not false start. 
8. Help the circle director determine the order in which the teams finish. If your 

team is disqualified, watch the other teams to determine their order. 
9. When there is a false start in a running event, immediately jump in front of the runners 

with your hands spread out to stop them from going further. Then prepare the team for a 

restart. Do not physically touch the runners. 
10. Starting sequence. When the official starter sees the circle directors are getting ready, he will 

announce “Line judges ready…  Circle directors ready…” and then press the horn.  If he 
announces, “stand down circle 2”, relax, and move in front of the runner so they know to 

relax. Occasionally one circle takes longer to resolve a question from a previous heat. Words 
like “okay, we are ready” tell you to get to your position again, and check your team. 

11. Notify the circle director of the reason for disqualifications. Make sure if there was 
a disqualification the circle director knows before he starts signaling  points. 

12. Report any cause for deducting sportsmanship points to the circle director and allow him 
to make the decision. 

13. Explain to the coaches why their team was disqualified before rotating to the next position. 
14. Look at the coach when rotating to a new position to make sure they are not trying to 

discuss the last heat. 
15. Who is the clubber on your team? Sometimes multiple teams have the same color shirt 

with only their church logo different. When a clubber knocks over the circle pin, how will 
you know which team to disqualify? For races involving only one player from each team, 

make sure you look at all the players and know how you will identify them. For events  that 

involve multiple players per team (Sparky Safari, relays, medleys), it might not be easy to 
know. Sometimes the best you can do is look at the clubber after they committed the DQ, 
and check hair length, pant color, are they wearing a watch, or things like that, and if the 
next line judge doesn’t take them out, tell the circle director after the event about the  DQ. 



 

16. Player quitting. If a passed player stops running and leaves the square, do not prevent 

them. That is the coach’s responsibility. Since the rules changed for 2016, it is possible 
some players might not remember with the excitement of the event. 

17. Location. As shown in the figure for a running event, the line judge stands near the 
diagonal of the team being judged.  There is no exact position required. 
a. In this case, the red line judge stands near the red diagonal, looking towards the 

oncoming runners (blue line). While all teams are running, the red judge is responsible to 
observe the blue pin, the red pin, and the red team zone. 

b. If the blue pin is knocked over, the red line judge should signal the team to exit. 
c. Disqualifications in the red zone are the red judge responsibility to observe. 
d. If the red circle pin is knocked down the red judge should observe it; also the yellow 

judge should observe it. The red judge should try to reset the circle pin when it would not 
interfere with the runners. 

e. The judge also watches to make sure teams go outside the red and blue pins. 
f. The line judge is free to move out of the way of the runners, as well as to get the best 

view of them. 
 

 
 

18. Do not cheer one team’s players on; you are neutral observers of the event. 
The exception is when all players have finished but one team and they are still struggling along (for example the 

marathon race. 

 
 



 

 

Sparks-A-Rama 
Spark Event 1 – Beanbag In and Out 

1. Position. Starting near player 1, inside the circle. As the event 

progresses, moving to be closer to the active players. 
2. Before the event 

a. the basket is inside the triangle, upright, approx. same 
position as all baskets. Circle director normally 
positions the baskets. 

b. Count the number of players. 
c. Tell coach if need to reposition or change quantity of 

players 
d. All players are behind (outside) the circle 

3. During the event 
a. watch hand offs and tags; player should not be across 

the circle until after tagged/has beanbag. Use good 
judgement for players that cross and then turn around 
to complete 

b. does beanbag end up in basket 
c. if basket tips, upright the basket 
d. make sure each player goes once and in order. 
e. Look around when your team touches pin for other 

pins that are down. 

 

 

 

Spark Event 2 – Sparky Safari 

1. Position. Running event; near team diagonal. 

2. Before the event 
a. Give each player a stuffed animal 
b. Check three players are lined up inside the circle, one lined up ready to run 
c. Cage is upside down in triangle 

3. During the event 
a. Watch for bad hand offs and players that drop an (or several) animals in team zone. 
b. Stop any players that are running without the right number of animals (point to the 

animals on the ground). 
c. Make sure each player runs one lap. 
d. Determine the place your team touches the pin. 

e. After the event help the circle director determine if the animals are fully in the cage. 
f. Once the pin is touched, the team is done; they cannot reposition the animals. 

 

 



 

 

Spark Event 3 – Sparky Cup Stack 

1. Position. In team zone. This is a running event, but judge 

must watch the stacking as well as passing the pins. 
2. Before the event 

a. Make sure 5 down-stacked cups are on the diagonal 
inside the circle pin. Allow about 6 inches between 
the pin and the cups. 

b. Make sure 1 cup is set in the triangle, centered 
approximately 1 foot from the line. Circle director will 
set up the center cups to make sure they’re all the 
same. 

3. During the event 
a. Watch for false starts where a player grabs the cup 

before the start. 
b. Watch for players grabbing the cup before being 

tagged. 
c. Make sure players exit after tagging their team mate. 
d. If a fumble occurs (cups fall down), point out to the coach and player that needs to go 

back are restack the cups. (Sparks have more grace, thus line judges  can tell the players 
to go back.) 

e. Make sure players run around (team zone side) the circle pin once they have grabbed 
the cup. 

f. Watch the scoring pins once the stack is complete. If the stack falls after the scoring pin 
has been touched, the team is still good. If the stack falls before touching the scoring 
pin, the stack must be re-upstacked before touching the pin. 

g. Help players by saying “not yet”, “wait for the tag” so they don’t grab the  cup. 
h. Stay close to the diagonal to not interfere with the other team, yet be a barricade for 

the team you a judging. 

 
Spark Event 4 – Rabbit Hunt 

1. Position. Outside the circle; run in to get ball or point rabbits  out. 

2. Before the event 
a. Count players; 10 per team. 
b. Make sure teams are spread out enough to cover entire circle. 

3. During the event 
a. Watch to see which players are hit and remove them from the circle 
b. Help get ball out of center to keep game moving. 
c. Make sure players are outside the circle when throwing; announce if the throw 

doesn’t count. 
d. If player hit by throw from inside circle, make sure player stays in. 
e. At end signal, quickly stop the ball and gather rabbits together for circle director 

to count. Watch if rabbits leave circle after signal before being counted. 
 



 

 

Spark Event 5 – Sparky Train 

1. Position. Running event, near team diagonal 

2. Before the event 
a. Give noodle to team 
b. Make sure all players are holding the noodle 
c. Make sure the players are lined up outside the circle, behind the diagonal, in a straight 

line. 
3. During the event 

a. Watch your quadrant. If a team separates stand with arms spread so they know to 
stop to reattach. 

b. Watch for pileups if a team falls.  Make sure all players get reattached after a  fall. 

c. Make sure all teams runs outside the circle pin. 
d. Make sure they do not separate until the last player crosses the diagonal. 

e. Only last player goes in to knock down the pin 
f. If team has finished, help get them out of the way of any other teams. 

g. Watch order of team finishes. 

 
 
 
 
Spark Event 6 – Sparky Balloon Pop 

1. Position. Starting near player 1, moving with balloon 

2. Before the event 
a. Count the players – ten. 
b. Make sure all are straddling the line. 
c. Player 10 is on the 8 foot hash mark. 

d. When all the players are set, hand balloon to player 1. 
e. Hold second balloon ready to insert. 
f. No jewelry on player 10 hands. 

3. During the event 
a. Make sure balloon goes through each player’s  legs. 
b. Make sure player 10 goes into the inner 

triangle to sit on balloon. 
c. Watch to see pop is based on player sitting on 

balloon – no fingers/fingernails. 
d. Insert spare balloon if first balloon pops before it 

reaches player 10. 
e. Watch order of balloon popping. Can base on 

sound of pop for timing. 
 
 



 

 

Spark Event 7 – Sparky Bowl 

1. Position. Start near diagonal, as player is getting 

close head to near 12 foot hash mark. 
2. Before the event 

a. When player is ready, lined up behind 
diagonal, give them the beanbag. 

3. During the event 
a. Start as running event. Watch as players 

run outside circle pins. 
b. Move in prior to first throw. 

c. Watch player goes around circle pin 
before approaching 12 foot hash mark. If 
not, throw does not count. 

d. If thrown with part of one foot in front of 
hash mark, throw does not count. 

e. Watch each throw. If throw doesn’t count 
and knocks down pin, yell for play to 
continue and run in and reset the center 
pin. 

f. If throw doesn’t count and doesn’t knock 

down pin, keep going. 
g. If player knocks down any circle pin prior to 

first throw, player is disqualified; do not let 
them throw. 

h. After first throw, circle pin is dead. Players do NOT have to run around it again. If  
they knock down any circle pin after the first throw, play continues. Leave the pin 
down and focus on the throwing. 

i. Listen for stop signal. If throw has not been released when signal is sounded ask 
for beanbag from player.  If throw was already released when signaled, throw 

counts. 



 

 

Truth and Training (T&T) Games 
T&T Event 1 – Beanbag Relay 

1. Position. Start near player 2, clear of throwing area. As 

event progresses, move in front of players to see clearly 
the players catching/throwing. 

 
2. Before the event 

a. Count the players on the circle, 4 first two heats, 9 
last heat 

b. Verify gender of team leader (player 1) for heat 3; 

boy even years, girl odd years 
c. Give team leader the beanbag. 

d. If lineup is wrong, tell coach. 
 

3. During the event 
a. Check to make sure the team leader (player 1) 

i. Has one foot inside the box whenever 
throwing or catching. 

ii. When passing the beanbag, the game leader 
does not allow his foot to pass through the 
imaginary plane extending up from the 
seven-foot triangle line.  He may lift the foot. 

iii. Does not go outside the team zone in retrieving the beanbag. 
iv. Has possession of the beanbag prior to leaving his box to run around his circle 

pin. 
v. Has possession of the beanbag when he touches the scoring pin. 

vi. Touches the scoring pin with his hand; not the beanbag. 

b. Check the other players: 
i. Do not step over the circle line and stay in order.  No “trailers” are allowed. 

ii. Return the beanbag in succession. 
iii. If the catch is made by the wrong person, or is dropped, the beanbag is 

passed to the correct person to throw beanbag back to leader. 
iv. Do not contact the floor inside the circle trying to retrieve a beanbag. 
v. Do not allow beanbag to go outside the team zone (past the team base line). 

c. Note the place your team finishes in. 
d. If a beanbag from another team enters your team zone 

i. Identify the disqualification to the circle director once the teams finish (if the 
other judge doesn’t stop the team). 

ii. Observe if the beanbag causes interference (leader to slip or stop play to 
move it out of the way).  Identify this to the circle director if applicable. 

f. If your team is disqualified, move to catch the beanbag to stop the team playing.  
 



 

 

T&T Event 2 – Sprint Relay 

1. Position: Running event, near diagonal 
 

2. Before the Event 
a. Check two players are inside the circle in the team zone. One player lined up at the 

diagonal, feet behind the line.  If not, tell coach. 
b. Note the two runners inside the circle may line up anywhere; they do not have to be at 

the far diagonal. 
c. Hand baton to the first player. 
d. Raise hand when all players are in position. If one moves out of position, make sure 

your hand goes down and the circle director knows you are not ready. 
 

3. During the event 
a. Watch for false start. If false start occurs, quickly move into the running area and 

signal oncoming runner to stop with your arms spread. 
b. Watch the team zone to your left (in front of you) for any rule violations. 
c. Watch baton is passed in the zone. 
d. Make sure last player runs around the circle pin. 
e. Make sure last player has baton when touching the scoring pin, and does not touch 

it with the baton. 
f. If team is disqualified, put hand out and ask for baton. 

g. Make sure team moves to the outside if tagged so they can be passed. 
h. Watch tags are done with only a hand and not a push. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

T&T Event 3 – Three-legged Race 

1. Position. Running event, near diagonal 

 
2. Before the event 

a. Do NOT allow coach to come on floor to put on bands. 
b. Check the runner’s band is at the ankle. 

c. Do not adjust a band; tell the coach to call his team back. 
d. Make sure runners are behind the starting line. 

e. Coaches are to put bands on before the heat. Look to circle director if a delay of 
event warning is appropriate. If delay is too long, look to circle director to see if 
event will proceed without that team. 

 
3. During the event 

a. If a false start occurs, quickly move into the running area and signal oncoming 
runners to stop with your arms spread. 

b. Watch the team zone to your left (in front of you) for any rule violation. 
c. If runners are tagged or passed in your zone wave them off the circle. 

d. If runners are tagged at your pin, make sure next line judge knows to wave them off. 
e. If runners fall near you and are tagged or passed, assist them out of the running path, 

and ONLY if you will not be in the way yourself. Verbally instruct them to move away 

from the circle to get out of the path. If there are no more teams to run in your 
quadrant, a fallen team may remain down. 

f. Count the laps of your team. They must complete two laps before touching the 
scoring pin. 

g. If the team falls after entering the circle, they may choose to remain down and crawl 
to the pin. 

h. Note what place your team finishes. 
i. Once a team is disqualified or finished, assist in taking the band off, but only if it does  

not distract you from observing the event. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

T&T Event 4 – Sprint Race 

1. Position: Running event, near diagonal 
 

2. Before the Event 
a. Make sure runner is lined up behind the line.  If not tell the coach. 
b. Coaches must be outside the square. Frequently they line up behind the line judge. 

It is permitted for one coach to be in the adjacent color area. 
c. Make sure you have a clear view of the area you are responsible for.  Move if you need 

to. 

d. Check the team’s feet. No member may be inside the square except the runner. 
Tell the coach if they need to back up. 

e. Because T&Ters are not that tall, consider kneeling down for this event. There are 
only four players on the floor, so there should be very little to block your view. 

f. Look around at the teams running this heat. Can you clearly tell who is the player for 
your team?  Occasionally multiple teams have the same color shirt. 

g. Know how you are going to count. Fingers behind your back, or whatever method 
you plan to use.  Do not rely on the coach’s  yelling. 

 
3. During the event 

a. Watch for false starts. If one occurs stop the runner coming toward you by spreading  
your arms. 

b. Watch your runner. Count their laps. Since they might pass another player, or be 

passed, your lap count might be different than another team. 
c. If a player is tagged, make sure they move to the outside to be passed. They do not 

have to stop running or slow down. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

T&T Event 5 – Cup Stack 

1. Position: Start inside the circle, out of the path of player 1. 
Move as needed to watch play. 
 

2. Before the event 
a. Stack the cups. The left cups are an upstacked six,  

the right cups are a downstacked six. Floor marks  
will be made at 2 ½ feet from center and 1 foot  
back from triangle line. Center the stacks on the  

mark. 
b. Count the 5 players. They are lined up anywhere 

behind the circle. 
 

3. During the event 
a. Players must stack the left cups first, then the right 

cups. If they stack the right first, the team is 
disqualified. 

b. If they fumble (cups fall down) and a cup leaves the 

team zone, they may not recover the cup. 
c. The cups may be stacked anywhere in the triangle,  

but the left stack must be to the left of the right  
stack.  (Teams may stack them closer together.) 

d. Players may not correct another player’s  fumble. 
e. If a stack crosses the triangle, it must be restacked  

by the player that stacked it originally. Once the tag  

is made or scoring pin knocked down the team is 
disqualified. 

f. Watch for players crossing the circle before the tag.  
If they do, they must step back outside the circle  

with both feet before proceeding to the cups. 
g. The scoring pin made not interfere with any teams 

cups. If the pin knocks down cups, the team whose 
pin it is is disqualified. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

T&T Event 6 – Four Way Tug 

1. Position. Kneeling on the floor behind the beanbag. 

 
2. Before the event 

a. Hold the rope with one hand on the diagonal as the teams 
get in position. 

b. One player will get on either side of you. 

c. Once the team has the rope go to the beanbag and kneel down. 
d. Check your beanbag position: 11 foot mark for first two 

heats, 12 foot mark for last two heats. 
e. Look to the judges on your left and right to see you all 

have the same beanbag location. 
f. Players start with both hands on the rope. Raise your hand 

when your team is ready. 
 

3. During the event 
a. When signaled, move the beanbag to the next hash mark. 
b. Check the judges on both sides of you to see they moved 

their bags also. 
c. Do not move the beanbag if it is already closer to the 

center of the circle than the hash mark position is. 
d. Make sure the player moving the beanbag has hold of the rope. 
e. Make sure the player grabbing the beanbag has hold of the rope. 
f. Players may not intentionally jerk the rope. Repeated slacking then pulling  

hard disqualifies the team and may injure other players. 
g. Players may not intentionally let go of the rope to cause the other team to fall. 
h. Once a team grabs their beanbag, quickly get behind your team. Teams will start to 

release the rope and if your team is still pulling they might fall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

T&T Event 7 – Beanbag Bonanza 

1. Position: Inside the circle, on/near diagonal 
 

2. Before the event 
a. Make sure the colored beanbag is placed in the center of 

the inner triangle in a position consistent with the other 
beanbags. Usually the circle director adjusts the position. 

b. Count the number of players. 
c. Make sure the players are lined up an arm’s length apart. 

d. Give the beanbag to player 1. 
 

3. During the event 
a. Watch for players stepping over the circle prior to 

receiving the beanbag. If they step over, they must 

return completely outside the circle before proceeding 
to swap the beanbags. 

b. Make sure beanbag is passed, not tossed. 
c. Make sure the beanbag is placed inside the triangle. If it 

is wrong, the player may correct the position. Once they 
tag the next player, if the beanbag is out of position the 

team is disqualified. 
d. Players must stay in position.  No bunching or swapping. 

e. Player 5 must run outside the circle after passing the beanbag to player 1. 

f. Player 5 does not swap the beanbag on the last time. For T&T, swapping the beanbag 
does not disqualify the team. 

g. Make sure the pin is touched by the hand; not the beanbag. 
h. Make sure the circle pin is not knocked down. 

i. If the beanbag leaves the team zone, the team is  disqualified. 
j. If the team is disqualified, step in and take the beanbag to stop them. 

 
T&T Event 8 – Marathon Relay 

Same guidance as Sprint Relay except: 

1. During the event:  

a. Count two laps for each runner. 
 

T&T Event 9 – Marathon Race 

Same guidance as Sprint Race except: 

1. During the event 
a. Count six laps for the runner. 



 

 

T&T Event 10 – Balloon Relay 

 
1. Position 

Either side of players in Zone 2, out of the path of them running 
 

2. Before the event 
a. Make sure players are in the correct zones. 
b. For T&T, player 2 can be standing on the 8 foot mark, 

and player 4 can be standing on the circle; these are 
not required. 

c. For T&T, bunching is permitted. 
d. Every player must be straddling the diagonal. 
e. If players are not lined up, tell coach. 

f. Once everyone is in position, give player 1 the 
balloon. They should hold it with two hands, 

touching their neck. 
g. Determine how you will know player 1 so you will 

remember when they go in to touch the pin. 
 

3. During the event 
a. Make sure the balloon goes through each player’s  

legs. 
b. Players may not pass it to themselves (pass through 

their legs and grab with the other hand). 
c. If your team is disqualified, stop the action as soon 

as you can; if balloon is on the side, take it; else 
move to zone 1 and take the balloon from the player 
as they run up from zone 5. 

d. Player in zone 1 cannot cross the 8 foot hash mark with their feet while 
passing the balloon. 

e. Player in zone 1 must be straddling the diagonal when 

passing the balloon (they just ran up from zone 3 and sometimes start too 
quickly). 

f. Player arriving in zone 1 from zone 3 does not have to touch the balloon 
to their neck. They are not disqualified if they do. 

g. All players in zone 2 must have the balloon go through their legs. They do 
not have to touch it. 

h. If the balloon goes to the side, make sure it goes through all the player’s 
legs while they are straddling the diagonal. 

i. Player in zone 3 must be straddling the diagonal when receiving the balloon. 

j. Player in zone 3 must have possession of the balloon when crossing the 
circle; no reaching back for it. 

k. Team is disqualified if the balloon pops. 
l. Player must have possession of an unbroken balloon when they touch the 

scoring pin. 
m. Player must touch the scoring pin with their hand and not the balloon. 

n. Note the place your team finishes. 



 

 

 
Playoffs run the same rules as the events with the exception of 

T&T Event 2 – Running Relay 

Same guidance as Sprint Relay except: 

1.  Before the event 
a. Check three players are inside the circle in the team zone. One player 

lined up at the diagonal, feet behind the line.  If not, tell coach. 

 
 

 
 


